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Q

I’M due to retire in the next few months
and while the recent stock market
volatility has eased, I’m worried about what
might happen to my pension if there’s a
second wave of Covid-19. If that comes in
the winter, I will have retired by then. What
would be the biggest risks of any stock
market volatility prompted by a second
wave of the virus to those who have retired
and are in receipt of their pensions? Can
I do anything to protect my pension in
retirement? Eddie, Dublin

YOU don’t say if you are a member of a defined
benefit (DB) scheme or a defined contribution
(DC) scheme —and if DC, whether or not you
are planning to opt for an annuity (a guaranteed
pension for life) or an Approved Retirement Fund
(ARF — a personal retirement fund where you
keep your money invested after retirement and
you retain ownership) when you retire.
If you are a member of a DB pension scheme
or are in receipt of a guaranteed pension annuity,
your pension income is normally guaranteed by
the pension scheme or annuity provider — so
you are unlikely to be impacted by any stock
market volatility.
If however, you are invested in an ARF or a
vested Personal Retirement Savings Account
(PRSA) — which is another type of post-retirement fund — you could be susceptible to stock
market volatility. This is because ARFs and vested
PRSAs are usually invested in the stock market.
From the age of 61 onwards, you must draw down
a certain percentage of those funds each year as
income (known as the imputed distribution) —
even if you are still working. (Remember, once
you withdraw your 25pc tax-free lump sum from
a pension, the balance must move to an ARF or
a vested PRSA or an annuity.)
With the imputed distribution, the minimum
withdrawal is normally 4pc of the fund value per
annum and you must pay income tax, PRSI and
the Universal Social Charge (USC) on the income
you draw down each year. For this reason, you
will be impacted by stock market volatility if the
value of your pension fund has fallen around the
time that you make your imputed distribution.
If the value of your fund has fallen by 10pc
since your last annual withdrawal for example,
then your 4pc annual withdrawal will be based
on a pension fund worth 10pc less than it was
previously — and so the amount of income you
get from your 4pc withdrawal will be smaller
than would have been the case if the fund had
not got a 10pc knock. You can of course defer the
income payment to later in the year — which
may give your pension fund time to recover its
value if it has fallen.
For most people, it is likely that part of their
post-retirement pension fund is invested in the
stock market. ARFs are long-term investments
designed to provide a pension income for the
lifetime of the retiree so it is important to be
invested in assets you can rely on to deliver
such an income. If invested wisely and reviewed
regularly, the money in an ARF should last for
the member’s lifetime and any residual value
(money left in the fund when the member dies)
can be passed to their estate on death.
You can of course reduce the investment risk
in post-retirement funds in the short term —
however for most people, this invariably means

W
they will reduce risk when their pension has lost
value and this is never a good strategy due to the
long-term nature of ARFs and vested PRSAs.

Defined benefit pension worries

Q

I’M a member of a defined benefit (DB)
pension scheme. What are the biggest
risks posed by stock market volatility —
such as that which marked the beginning
of the Covid-19 crisis and any volatility
which might follow any second wave of the
virus — to members of DB schemes? Is there
anything I can do to protect myself against
those risks? Roseleen, Co Kildare

AS a member of a DB scheme, you have no
control of the scheme itself. In general, a DB
scheme normally comprises of one large fund
for all the members. This fund pays a retirement
income (that is, a pension) to the members after
they retire. The benefits are typically based on a
multiple of a member’s salary and their length of
service. Members would usually have the option
to exchange a portion of their retirement income
for a tax-free retirement lump sum at retirement.
Whilst Covid-19 may have affected the investment performance of a DB scheme, the investment risk is more of a concern for the scheme
and for the employer providing the scheme
than it is for a member. This is because member
benefits are generally not affected — even if the
fund performs poorly.

Defined contribution pension
risks

Q

I HAVE a defined contribution (DC)
pension scheme through work. Am I
more vulnerable to stock market volatility
than a member of a defined benefit (DB)
scheme is? Bernadette, Co Westmeath

YES — individuals who are in DC pension funds
are more vulnerable to stock market volatility
than those in DB schemes. With DB schemes,
the pension is typically based on a multiple of a
member’s salary and their length of service. With

DC schemes, the retirement benefits will depend
on the performance of each individual’s pension
fund. As a result, the biggest risks posed by stock
market volatility to members of DC schemes
are timing, investment risk and poor investor
behaviour. Timing is important because the more
time a member has until retirement, the more
risk they can afford to take and the more time
their investment has to recover after an event
that causes stock markets to fall in value.
It is common for DC schemes to reduce risk
in their members’ pensions — within between
10 and five years from a members’ retirement. In
very simple terms, investment risk is normally
divided into low, medium and high risk. The
higher the risk, the more a member’s pension
fund is invested in the stock market (typically
shares in large companies) and the higher the
potential returns. The lower the risk, the lower
the potential returns because there is a smaller
investment in stock markets.
Investor behaviour and how people react when
their pension funds fall is also a huge factor in
the performance of a DC pension. For example,
many people will look at a fall in stock market
values as a fall in the value of their pension and
some will panic and sell at the wrong time. Some
will look at the same fall in stock market values as
an opportunity to acquire assets at a lower price.
Remember, stock market declines are temporary
so if you are not due to withdraw benefits during
a time of stock market volatility, then you should
have no long-term concerns.
Remember too, while DB pensions have
traditionally been viewed as more attractive
than DC schemes, the benefits paid under a
DB scheme are not always guaranteed. If a
DB scheme’s assets are not sufficient to pay
member retirement benefits, and the employer is not in a position to meet the shortfall,

ITHOUT fanfare, the New York
Times announced this past
week it decided to capitalise
the “B” in the word Black when
signifying “people and cultures
of African origin”.
Other journalistic influencers of writing
style, the Associated Press and the Columbia
Journalism Review already made the ‘B’ upgrade last month and shared the rationale of
the Times to keep “white” lower case. “Black
reflects a shared sense of identity and community. White carries a different set of meanings;
capitalising the word in this context risks
following the lead of white extremists,” wrote
the CJR.
The recent death of George Floyd and the
global protests it sparked have prompted
dramatic changes like NASCAR banning Confederate flags and Mississippi finally becoming
the last in the US to eliminate the rebel emblem
from its own state flag, so the simple CapsLock
shift of a lowercase letter to upper case might
not seem like a big deal.
But it is precisely within our lexicon inventory that we tell the narrative of ourselves
and others.

1) USE INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE

Promoting new ways of writing and speaking
reflect new ways of thinking and engaging with
others in the world and in the workplace where
diversity and inclusion programmes continue
to expand. It’s important to not only suggest,
but also codify inclusive language as employees reap tangible and intangible benefits from
improving co-worker respect.
Inclusive language aims to avoid words and
phrases that exclude groups. Sayume Romero, a
master’s student in speech language pathology
at Columbia University said: “Using gender-neutral and anti-ableist language is about allowing
yourself to broaden your perspective.”

2) BE OPEN TO ADOPTING NEW CHANGES

In the 90s I was working overnight in a Washington television newsroom as a writer. One
night, our executive producer announced that
“African American” was now to be used as a
second reference when referring to a black
person. It was the first time I’d heard the usage.
Fine with me, I thought. “Is it with a hyphen
or no?” I asked. “Doesn’t matter,” came the
reply. “We’re TV.”

Email your questions to
lmcbride@independent.ie or write to
‘Your Questions, Sunday Independent
Business, 27-32 Talbot Street, Dublin 1’.
While we will endeavour to place your questions with
the most appropriate expert for your query, this
column is not intended to replace professional advice.
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Down: The Confederacy flag is being rejected
across the US due to its racist connotations

Maybe the hyphen doesn’t matter so much,
but embracing changes in communications
does. Changes in language can represent advancements in culture. It’s not about being
politically correct, but moving forward. Our
complex history stays a part of us as we take
steps toward a more inclusive future.
Right now, the word “Black” is being used to
describe a collective culture, tribe, community
and a people while the many shades of those
people encompass a range of colours much
broader than the single word suggests. Perhaps
there will come a time when more colourful and
accurate descriptors will become commonplace
for all of us. Tones like ebony, mocha, copper,
hickory, chocolate, buff, bisque, cream, tawny,
mahogany, umber, beige or tan. Spray or natural.
We created our current descriptors, why can’t
we come up with new categories that function
even better?

3) REFLECT ON WHAT YOU
TIE IDENTITY TO

We’re not only tied to visual assessments. We
make assumptions based on what religion,
gender, sexual orientation or even simply the
country someone is associated with.
I Zoomed a cultural diversity webinar recently and after the presenter rolled out a list of
communications styles connected with various
countries, a few of the participants objected.
“I’m Indian,” said a young man, “but I’m not
at all like the India list.” “I’m much more the
German style than the Japanese,” said a Japanese woman.
And yet we likely make sweeping generalisations about a person’s character or values
based solely on their home country, don’t we?
Language, like attitudes, must continually
evolve with understanding and acceptance of
diverse people. With effort, we can move from
group identity to individual identity. Six years
ago this month, I visited Nigeria for the first
time on a speaking tour. Like everywhere I
travelled (back when I used to), someone asked
me what I thought of their country. I answer the
same way to everyone, “I learn about a country
one person at a time”.

REMEMBERING MY FRIEND
AND MENTOR RDJ

During that first trip and for a dozen subsequent
visits throughout Nigeria, I shared the speaking
circuit stage with a Toastmaster champion and
dedicated developer of professionals, Richmond
Dayo Johnson.
RDJ, as we all called him, was Nigerian
born and London educated. I marvelled at his
seemingly effortless ability to story-tell and
recite famous quote after quote – each perfectly
suited to inspire our audiences. Over the years,
he became a mentor and a friend.
Last Sunday, we were virtually reunited as we
joined other global speakers for a live webinar
on presenting and hosting video conferences.
Again, I was struck by his powerful and moving
speech: “What you do for yourself,” he said,
“you take to the grave. What you do for others,
lives on.”
The only thing larger than his physical
stature was that clear, eloquent voice and his
considerate heart. Sadly, it was that same heart
that suddenly and incredibly failed him the very
next day, just this past Monday.
RDJ, I miss you and recommit to doing for
others. One person at a time.
With corporate clients on five continents, Gina London
is a premier communications strategy, structure and
delivery expert. She is also a media analyst, author,
speaker and former CNN anchor. @TheGinaLondon

